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	Look around you. Everything that is made has been designed, with one exception: we don't design the very organizations that make the things you see, hear, feel, touch and taste. This is a very curious omission.


	Now all this is changing. Visionary organizations have started to do just that – they are designing their companies, with amazing results. One of the tools used to do this is made by the company that I work for, and is called Open Text ProVision®. It's a complete platform for designing and modeling any business. Just as a new design of a building or jet is modeled inside a wind tunnel and simulated on a computer, so you too can now re-design a business and understand and foresee many of the impacts those designs have before the changes ever see the light of day. We are very proud of what we have achieved.


	This book's purpose is to enable you to explain the benefits and give you a road map of how you might implement a well designed business. The author draws on the experience of existing users around the world to help you get the very best from the tool, understand some of the challenges you might face, and how to overcome them.


	I recommend this book to all current and intending users of the toolset.
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XML Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips and ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
This practical, roll-up-your-sleeves guide distills years of  ingenious XML hacking into a complete set of  tips, tricks,  and tools for web developers, system administrators, and  programmers who want to leverage the untapped power of XML.  If you want more than the average XML user--to explore and   experiment, discover clever...
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Microsoft  Virtual Server 2005 Resource KitMicrosoft Press, 2007
Welcome to the Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 R2 Resource Kit!
The Microsoft Windows Virtual Server 2005 R2 Resource Kit is a comprehensive technical resource for planning, deploying, managing, and troubleshooting virtualization infrastructures based on Microsoft...
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Mastering Citrix XenServerPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design and implement highly optimized virtualization solutions using Citrix® XenServer® 6.2


	About This Book

	
		Master mission-critical aspects of virtualization to develop, deploy, and administer virtual infrastructures
	
		Integrate Citrix XenServer with OpenStack and CloudStack to...
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Agile Project Management: How to Succeed in the Face of Changing Project RequirementsAMACOM, 2003
In a fast-paced environment filled with uncertainty, successfully completing projects on time can feel like running an obstacle course. An emphasis on speed often forces project teams to make decisions without crucial data, leading to frequent changes of direction once more information becomes known. If people aren’t light on their feet,...
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Learning WML and WMLScriptO'Reilly, 2000
The next generation of mobile communicators is here, and delivering  content to them will mean programming in WML (Wireless Markup Language)  and WMLScript, the languages of the Wireless Application Environment  (WAE). The WAE allows information in almost all applications to be  formatted for display on mobile devices, such as cell phones, and...
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Models, Methods, and Tools for Complex Chip Design: Selected Contributions from FDL 2012Springer, 2013

	This book is the latest contribution to the LNEE series, and it consists of selected

	papers presented at the Forum on Specifications and Design Languages (FDL) 2012,

	which took place in September 2012 at Vienna University of Technology, Vienna,

	Austria.





	FDL is a well-established international forum devoted to...
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